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Kulturarw3 format version 0.01
The following is an example of a file format intended for the joint storage of objects retrieved from the World Wide Web and various kinds of meta information on those objects. This meta information includes the HTTP return header but will also contain information needed for version control etc within the archive. Kulturarw3 project proposes an archiving record format based on open standards, namely that objects are stored as HTTP MIME multpart/mixed messages (cf. RFC2068 and RFC1521 respectively). 

 The header may contain various information, most of which are extension headers as regards the HTTP protocol. Each part, including the main header, should contain a Content-Type: header and an extension header HTTP-part: naming the part. 

The main header should contain the following: 

 HTTP-www-archiver: Kulturarw3 identifying the archiver which created the file. 
 HTTP-archiver-version: 0.01 giving the version of that software. 
 HTTP-URL: http://www.kb.se/kbstart.html giving information on the URI archived. 
 HTTP-Content-MD5: 12345678901234567890abc the MD5 checksum of the object archived. 
 HTTP-Archive-Time: 987654321 the time, in seconds since jan 1 1970, when the object was archived.
 HTTP-IP-addr: 193.10.12.150the ip-address of the server. 

At present two parts have been defined: 
 header-info, containing the http headers and content containing the content of the object retrieved. 

 The different parts in the archive records are separated by a separator string defined in the header. Kulturarw3 objects are stored and transmitted using a temporary file name, which is generated as the MD5 check sum of the document URL to which a time stamp is appended.

Discussion
The format has many good properties: 
	It's based on an open standard which is widely used. 
	It's very flexible: More parts can be added when needed. No part, except the MIME-header, is compulsory. One can have experimental parts starting with e.g. "x-". 
	Its robust. Since the boundary is choosen by the user one can, by choosing the boundary carefully, make the format very robust. 
	Since the closing boundary is different, notice the "--" at the end, individual files can be concatenated into one  large file. Thereby reducing the number of files. 
	There is lots of software available to manipulate MIME object. 
	One further advantage is that multipart mime is understood by many user clients. At the time the format was created, this was true for most. for most of them. These files can still be delivered 'asis' to Mozilla, whereas the capability to render multipart mime objects seems to be absent in recent versions of MSIE. Still this feature is useful for administration of the archive. 


It's, however, not well suited for streaming material since the normal way to read and write them is to bring the information into memory before processing. One can use it for streaming material, but one would probably want introduce special code to read and write such files directly from/to disk. 
 Example of a small text/html object archived this way. 
NB: the string “-KulturArw3_33c6bfbd6f8365a72f333487e7557b58” delimits the different parts of the multipart object. Please note also the two hyphens att the end of the last delimiter. This makes the last delimiter different and signals the end of the whole shebang. 


MIME-version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary=KulturArw3_33c6bfbd6f8365a72f333487e7557b58
HTTP-part: Archive-Info
HTTP-www-archiver: KulturArw3
HTTP-archiver-version: 0.01
HTTP-URL: http://www.kb.se/ls/fjarr.htm
HTTP-Content-MD5: 33c6bfbd6f8365a72f333487e7557b58
HTTP-archive-time: 875721538
HTTP-IP-addr: 193.10.12.150

--KulturArw3_33c6bfbd6f8365a72f333487e7557b58
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ascii"
HTTP-part: Header-Info

Date: Wed, 01 Oct 1997 16:03:56 GMT
Server: Microsoft-IIS/3.0
Content-Length: 2377
Content-Type: text/html
Last-Modified: Fri, 16 May 1997 11:23:06 GMT
Accept-Ranges: bytes
Client-Date: Wed, 01 Oct 1997 15:58:58 GMT
Title: Kungliga biblioteket. Fjärrlån
X-Meta-GENERATOR: Mozilla/3.0Gold (Win95; I) [Netscape]

--KulturArw3_33c6bfbd6f8365a72f333487e7557b58
Content-Type: text/html
HTTP-part: Content

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
   <TITLE>Kungliga biblioteket. Fj&auml;rrl&aring;n</TITLE>
   <META NAME="GENERATOR" CONTENT="Mozilla/3.0Gold (Win95; I) [Netscape]">
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<P><IMG SRC="../bilder/logredd.gif" HEIGHT=81 WIDTH=84 ALIGN=RIGHT></P>

<H1><B>Fj&auml;rrl&aring;n</B></H1>

	 ...... etc .....

<ADDRESS><FONT SIZE=-1>Kungl.biblioteket, L&aring;neenheten/<A HREF="mailto:karin.burlin@kb.se">
</A><A HREF="mailto:svante.printz@kb.se">Svante Printz</A><A HREF="mailto:karin.burlin@kb.se">
<BR>
</A>Senast &auml;ndrad 970408</FONT></ADDRESS>

</BODY>
</HTML>

--KulturArw3_33c6bfbd6f8365a72f333487e7557b58--


